Dell One Identity solutions
Identity and access management for the real world

Identity and access management
(IAM) gets more complex every day.
Budgets are tight and getting tighter.
Compliance requirements continue to
mount. IT environments never
stop evolving, from heterogeneous
systems to new cloud initiatives to the
inevitable complexities of bring your
own device (BYOD).

Achieve easier accountability, greater
transparency and business agility
with IAM that places the business in
control of the things that matter most.
One Identity products offer a broad,
modular and integrated IAM portfolio
of solutions that simplify IAM and
deliver rapid time to value. One Identity
solutions address all three pillars of IAM:

In the real world today, ensuring that
both end users and privileged users
have access to what they need—but
only what they need—requires a
far more flexible and cost-effective
approach than traditional, complex,
expensive and rigid framework
technologies can provide.

Identity governance—For years,
security has been the practice of
denial, restriction and limitation.
Dell One Identity solutions turn that
around—making security the practice
of connecting, permitting, uniting and
enabling. Speed business processes
by connecting your users to your

Identity Governance
Complete, business-driven governance

• Access governance
• Data governance
• Privileged account governance
• Attestation and recertification

• Business-enabled access request and fulfillment
• Role engineering
• Automated enterprise provisioning
• Identity unification and process orchestration

Dell One Identity

Privilege Management

Access Management

Understand and control administrator activity

Convenient, secure and compliant access

• Enterprise privilege safe
• Least-privilege access
• Session management and keystroke logging
• Active Directory bridge
• Enforce separation of duties (SoD)

• Web access management
• Single sign-on and federation
• Directory and identity consolidation,
migration and management
• Strong authentication
• Password management

Dell One Identity delivers IAM for your “perfect world,” with modular yet integrated
solutions for identity governance, access management and privilege management.

Benefits:
•

•

•

•

•

Achieves IAM objectives in a fraction
of the time and at a much lower cost
than traditional IAM solutions
Adds business value and enables
business agility with streamlined
and automated administration and
governance
Delivers a flexible, step-wise
implementation of IAM that meets
today’s needs without limiting
tomorrow’s options
Ensures that IAM serves the business,
by empowering end users to request
the access they need and business
managers to fulfill requests, attest to
access rights and prove compliance
Delivers exactly the right access for
both user and privileged accounts,
based on established policy and
regulations

partners and customers, permitting
the “good guys” in your organization to
do the right things, uniting users with
the right data they need, and enabling
your organization to operate smarter,
more efficiently and with more agility.
Dell One Identity delivers complete,
business-driven governance to:
•

•
•

For years, security has
been the practice of
denial, restriction and
limitation. Dell One
Identity solutions turn
that around—making
security the practice of
connecting, permitting,
uniting and enabling.

•

Achieve end-to-end visibility and control
for access to applications, data and
privileged accounts
Remove the complexity and inconsistency
of access request and fulfillment
Enable compliance through unified and
convenient attestation and recertification
Enhance security through role engineering
for a single source of the truth

Access management—Simply granting
users the access they need to do their
jobs can be a major challenge and a
barrier that prevents business-enabling
practices such as governance. Dell One
Identity solutions simplify and secure
access for users while controlling
costs. One Identity automates account
creation, controls access rights and
authentication practices, streamlines
ongoing account administration, and
unifies identities, directories and
passwords. It provides rapid time to
value and builds on existing investments.
Dell One Identity provides convenient,
secure and compliant access to:
•
•
•

•
•

Ensure that access to all web resources is
appropriate and follows established policies
Improve the user login experience with
single sign-on and federation
Remove complexity through directory
and identity consolidation, migration and
management
Strengthen authentication beyond simple
usernames and passwords
Reduce the help-desk burden by
automating password resets and unifying
and strengthening password policy

Privilege management—One
Identity mitigates security risks and
enhances compliance by controlling
and governing access to critical
organizational data and applications,
eliminating shared credentials and
assigning individual accountability to
administrator activity. Dell One Identity
helps you understand and control
administrator activity to:
•

•

•

Eliminate the sharing of passwords and
the cumbersome process of issuing and
managing superuser credentials
Enforce a least-privilege access model
to ensure that administrators can only do
those activities they are approved for
Audit all administrator activities to assign
individual accountability

For more information
For more information about Dell One
Identity solutions visit software.dell.
com/solutions/identity-and-accessmanagement.

About Dell Software
Dell Software helps customers unlock
greater potential through the power
of technology—delivering scalable,
affordable and simple-to-use solutions
that simplify IT and mitigate risk. This
software, when combined with Dell
hardware and services, drives unmatched
efficiency and productivity to accelerate
business results. www.dellsoftware.com.
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